
 

 
 

Sporting Car Club of Norfolk Limited 
 

2019 / 2020 12-Car Championship 
 

Points Allocation 
 
 

1. Points are awarded towards the Overall Championship and for the three Class Championships. 

2. Classes will be set at the start of each 12-car season and Navigators will normally stay in the same class 
for that season, subject to 3e below. 

3. Class Definitions shall be based on the Navigator's past results as follows:- 

a. Beginners -  a sub-set of the Novice Class who use marked maps. 

b. Novices -  have never won a 12-car event (except a pre-2019 event using a marked map). 

c. Intermediates -  have won at least one 12-car event (1st overall) using Novice navigation. 

d. Experts -  have won at least one 12-car event (1st overall) using Intermediate navigation. 

e. In the interests of fairness, the 12-car Co-ordinator has the right to re-classify crews (up or down) 
at any time to reflect the Navigator's level of ability. 

4. For the first 12-car of the season (a Novice event), Novices are awarded finishing positions ahead of the 
other classes.  But Championship points will be awarded based on the least penalties accrued in (firstly) 
Fails and (secondly) Minutes with the further proviso that all Beginner crews using a marked map will be 
classified after all other crews.  Ties shall be decided on the basis of furthest cleanest. 

 
5. For all other SCCON 12-cars, crews will be classified (both on the evening of the event and for the 

Championship) based on the least penalties accrued in (firstly) Fails and (secondly) Minutes with the 
further proviso that all Beginner crews using a marked map will be classified after all the other crews.  
Ties shall be decided on the basis of furthest cleanest. 
 

1. Only full members of SCCoN qualify to be classified in the SCCON 12-car Championship.  

2. Regular competitors who organise a 12-car event may claim Championship points towards the Overall 
Championship and the Class Championship for the event they organise. Regular is defined as entering at 
least 3 rounds.  The points claimed will be based on their average score calculated as follows: 

               best 4 from 5 (entry on 5 rounds), all 4 (entry on 4 rounds) or all 3 (entry on 3 rounds) 

3. If a crew competes on every round, their poorest result may not be counted towards the Championship. 
So a crew who are unable to compete on every round, could still win the championship.  

a. If 6 rounds are run then best 5 scores from the 6 rounds will count towards the Championship 
b. If 5 rounds are run then best 4 scores from the 5 rounds will count towards the Championship 
c. If 4 rounds are run then best 3 scores from the 4 rounds will count towards the Championship 
d. If 3 rounds or less are run then all scores will count towards the Championship  

There will be 5 rounds in the 2019/2020 12-car season. 

4. Overall Championship 

a. Organiser  See above 

b. 1st overall  12 points    (regardless of the number of starters) 

c. 2nd o/a   11 points 

d. 3rd o/a   10 points 

e.    etc.      etc.   … 

f. 12th o/a   1 point. 

5. Class Championships - there will be three Class Championships - Novice, Intermediate and Expert 

a. Organiser  See above 

b. Starting an event 2 points 

c. Finishing an event 2 points 

d. First in class  3 points 

e. Second in class  2 points 

f. Third in class  1 point 


